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THERMO AND PHOTOACOUSTIC TOMOGRAPHY WITH VARIABLE
SPEED AND PLANAR DETECTORS
PLAMEN STEFANOV AND YANG YANG
Abstract. We analyze the mathematical model of multiwave tomography with a variable speed
with integrating measurements on planes tangent to a sphere surrounding the source. We prove
sharp uniqueness and stability estimates with full and partial data and propose a time reversal
algorithm which recovers the visible singularities.
1. Introduction
In multiwave tomography, a certain excitation is send to the medium which creates a source of
ultrasound signal measure outside the patient. The most popular modalities are thermoacoustic
tomography, where a microwave illumination is used to create the ultrasound; and photoacoustic
tomography, where one excites the medium with laser light. The ultrasound pressure is modeled
by the acoustic wave equation
(1)
 (∂
2
t − c2(x)∆)u = 0 in (0, T )× Rn,
u|t=0 = f,
∂tu|t=0 = 0,
where T > 0 is fixed. Here Ω is a bounded open subset of Rn with smooth boundary ∂Ω and f is
a function supported in Ω. Without loss of generality we may assume Ω ⊂ B(0, 1) where B(0, 1)
denotes the open unit ball in Rn whose boundary is the unit sphere Sn−1. The acoustic speed
c(x) > 0 is a smooth function in Rn with c ≡ 1 outside of Ω. The results extend to general second
order operators involving a metric, a magnetic and an electric field as in [12]. The inverse source
problem in multiwave tomography is to recover the initial data f(x) from the measurement of the
acoustic waves. The measurement in the conventional model is pointwise, namely one assumes
accessibility to u|[0,T ]×Γ where u is the solution of (1) and Γ is a relatively open subset of the
boundary ∂Ω. When Γ = ∂Ω the wave is measured on the full boundary; when Γ ( ∂Ω it is
measured on partial boundary. The mathematical model with pointwise measurements has been
studied extensively, see, e.g., [9, 12, 14] and the references there.
For pointwise measurements, the size of the transducers limits the resolution of the image re-
construction. Researchers have designed alternative acquisition schemes using receivers of different
shapes such as planar detectors [3, 5], and linear and circular detectors [2, 4, 11, 21]. They are
also called integrating detectors since the signal is integrated over the detector: each measurement
returns a number and the detectors are rotated around the object, collecting more measurements.
In this paper, we consider the measurement made by planar detectors tangent to a sphere sur-
rounding the object. When c is constant, this type of measurement is studied in [3, 5] and the
problem reduces to the inversion of the Radon transform with limited data, see Theorem 1 below.
We are interested in variable sound speeds c(x).
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To define the measurement we recall the definition of the well known Radon transform: given a
function g(x) in Rn, its Radon transform Rg is a function of (p, ω) ∈ R× Sn−1 defined as
Rg(p, ω) :=
∫
x·ω=p
g(x) dS(x)
where the integral is over the hyperplane {x ∈ Rn : x ·ω = p} and dS is the Lebesgue measurement
on this hyperplane. Let u(t, x) be the solution of (1) and Γ a relatively open subset of Sn−1. One
way to define the planar measurement is as the operator
(2) Mf(t, ω) := (Ru(t, ·))(1, ω) =
∫
x·ω=1
u(t, x) dS(x), (t, ω) ∈ (0, T )× Γ.
This corresponds to the measurement of the acoustic waves on the hyperplanes piω := {x : x · ω =
1, ω ∈ Γ} tangent to the unit sphere over the time interval (0, T ).
The measurement operator M assumes that the waves propagate through the measurements
plane. It leads to an interesting mathematical problem but we also define a measurement operator
N below by allowing reflections off the measuring plane, imposing Neumann boundary conditions
on it. If we assume that no geodesic starting from a plane piω perpendicularly comes back to piω
again perpendicularly (see assumption (H) below), then microlocally the problem is the same, as
we show below.
The operator N allowing piω to reflect the signal is defined as follows. The direct problem then
changes with the measurements. Given ω ∈ Sn−1, we solve
(3)

(∂2t − c2(x)∆)u = 0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ T , x · ω ≤ 1
ω · ∇xu|x·ω=1 = 0,
u|t=0 = f,
∂tu|t=0 = 0,
with f supported in Ω¯ as above. We call the corresponding solution u(t, x, ω). Then we model the
planar measurements by
(4) Nf(t, ω) :=
∫
x·ω=1
u(t, x, ω) dS(x).
In this case, Nf is the averaged Dirichlet data for this Neumann boundary value problem.
Our main results are the following. We prove sharp uniqueness theorems with full and partial
data in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 under the same conditions. We show that N is microlocally
equivalent to 2M in Theorem 7. We characterize the measurements M and therefore N as Fourier
Integral Operators (FIOs) in Theorem 3. We give sharp conditions for stability with full and
partial data and prove stability estimates in Theorems 4, 5 and Theorem 8. In Corollary 9, we
characterize the visible singularities when there might be no stability. In section 5 we propose a
time reversal algorithm that recovers the visible singularities of f ; and in particular it recovers f
up to a smoothing operator, when there is stability. We use microlocal methods, and in particular,
the calculus of FIOs, see, e.g., [19, 8].
We would like to emphasize that even if one is interested in the measurementsN only (reflections),
we need to analyze M first both in the uniqueness theorems and in the stability ones, as well. Then
M can be considered as an auxiliary operator which analysis helps that of N .
Finally, one could assume that the planes over which we take measurements are those tangent
to a strictly convex closed surface instead of the unit sphere, and those methods would still work.
Other types of boundary conditions in (3) are possible, as well.
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2. Preliminaries
We introduce some function spaces for the discussion below. Denote by U an open domain
of Rn which can be bounded or the whole Rn. Let dx2 be the standard Euclidean measure, we
will consider the conformal metric c−2 dx2 and the space L2(U) := L2(U ; c−2dx) consisting of
square-integrable functions with respect to the measure c−2dx. Notice that the operator c2∆ is
formally self-adjoint with respect to the measure c−2dx. Define the Dirichlet space HD(U) to be
the completion of C∞0 (U) under the Dirichlet norm
‖f‖2HD(U) :=
∫
U
|∇u|2 dx.
Here we actually integrate c2|∇u|2 with respect to 1
c2
dx. When U = Ω, it is easy to see that
HD(Ω) ⊂ H1(Ω) and that HD(Ω) is topologically equivalent to H10 (Ω).
For a function u = u(t, x), its energy is defined as
EU (t, u) :=
∫
U
(|∇u|2 + 1
c2
|ut|2) dx.
Given Cauchy data (f, ψ), we define the energy space H(U) by the norm
‖(f, ψ)‖2H(U) :=
∫
U
(|∇f |2 + 1
c2
|ψ|2) dx.
The energy space admits the decomposition
H(U) = HD(U)⊕ L2(U)
and notice that
‖f‖2HD(U) = (∆f, f)L2(U).
The wave equation can be written as a system for ut = (u, ut) ∈ H(U):
u = Pu, P =
(
0 I
∆ 0
)
.
The operator P extends to a skew self-adjoint operator on H(U), which by Stone’s theorem gener-
ates a group of unitary operators U(t) = exp(tP). This justifies the well-posedness of the forward
problem (1). In particular it indicates that a natural function space for the consideration of f is
HD(Ω).
For the Neumann problem (3), by finite speed of propagation, for any finite interval t ∈ (0, T ),
we may assume that we work in a large domain D with a part of the boundary being a part of piω.
The energy spaces then is given by the same norm but now we take the completion of C∞(D) (no
compactness of the support in D assumed). Then the first component f of (f, ψ) ∈ H is defined
up to a constant only. On the other hand, the solutions with (1, 0) as Cauchy data is u = 1. This
allows us to define solutions for all Cauchy data in H1(D)×L2(D) in a unique way. An alternative
way is to use spectral methods.
We assume below that f ∈ HD(Ω) and supported in Ω¯, unless we say otherwise. The proofs are
easily extended to distributions, as well.
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3. Uniqueness
We consider the uniqueness of the determination of f from the measurement Mf or Nf in
this section. We formulate below sharp uniqueness results with full or partial measurements. Let
Γ ⊂ Sn−1 be a relatively open subset as before, and suppose we are restricted to making planar
measurements on the planes x · ω = 1 for ω ∈ Γ only. To obtain information at an interior point,
by finite speed of propagation, one needs to have at least one signal (i.e., a unit speed curve with
respect to the metric c−2dx2) from that point to be detected by one of the planes piω, ω ∈ Γ. As
we show below, this is in fact a sharp time. Set
T0(Ω,Γ) = sup
x∈Ω
inf
ω∈Γ
dist(x, piω),
where the distance is with respect to the metric c−2dx2. If Γ = ∂Ω, it is easy to see that
T0(Ω, ∂Ω) = sup
x∈Ω
dist(x,Sn−1),
because then any curve starting at x minimizing dist(x, piω) will hit Sn−1 first before reaching piω,
and then will reach the plane tangent to the sphere at that point.
The sharpness of T0 follows from the unique continuation result of Tataru [16, 17], as can be
seen in the proof below. Similar sharp uniqueness results under other settings can be found in
[12, 13, 15].
Theorem 1. If supp f ⊂ Ω¯ ⊂ B(0, 1), then Mf(t, ω) known for ω ∈ Γ and 0 ≤ t ≤ T determines
f uniquely in the domain of influence
ΩΓ := {x; ∃ω ∈ Γ such that dist(x, piω) < T}
and f can be arbitrary in Ω \ Ω¯Γ.
In particular, if T > T0(Ω,Γ), then f is determined uniquely.
Proof. Let u be the solution of (1) and let U(t, p, ω) := (Ru(t, ·))(p, ω) be the Radon transform of
u for a fixed t. Since c = 1 near the planes x · ω = p > 1, the function U(t, p, ω) := (Ru(t, ·))(p, ω)
solves
(5)

(∂2t − ∂2s )U = 0, p > 1, t ≥ 0,
U |p=1 = Mf(t, ω), t ≥ 0,
U |t=0 = 0, p ≥ 1,
∂tU |t=0 = 0, p ≥ 1,
The solution to this problem for p ≥ 1, t ≥ 0 is given explicitly by
(6) U(t, p, ω) =
{
Mf(t+ 1− p, ω), 0 ≤ p− 1 < t,
0, 0 ≤ t ≤ p− 1.
This shows us that for every ω ∈ Γ, Mf(t, ω)|(0,T ) determines U(t, p, ω) for t − T + 1 < p, p > 1,
t ≥ 0 in an explicit way. Since the problem is linear, we may assume that Mf = 0 in the given
set, and then we want to show that f = 0 in the domain of influence. The solution u extends in
an even way to t < 0 as a solution, and the same applies to U . So in particular, we get U = 0 for
|t| < T , p > 1, ω ∈ Γ. When c = 1, (5) is valid for all p, and this leads us to the known solution of
solving the problem then: we get the Radon transform of f directly; and then invert it.
Now, for every t ∈ (−T, T ), u(t, ·) is supported in B(0, 1 + t) and its Radon transform vanishes
for p > 1, ω ∈ Γ. By the local support theorem for the Radon transform, see [1], we get u(t, x) = 0
for x · ω > 1 for every ω ∈ Γ. Therefore, in timespace, u vanishes in an one-sided neighborhood
of the hyperplane x · ω = 1, t ∈ R intersected with |t| < T . The theorem now follows by unique
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continuation. Indeed, vanishing Cauchy data near every line x = x0, t ∈ (−T, T ) in that set implies
u = 0 in its the domain of influence |t|+ dist(x, x0) < T by Tataru’s unique continuation theorem
[16, 17], see also [13]. In particular, when t = 0 we get f(x) = 0 when dist(x, x0) < T for some
x0 ∈ piω and ω ∈ Γ. 
We prove a similar uniqueness theorem for the operator N next.
Theorem 2. The uniqueness Theorem 1 remains true with M replaced by N .
Proof. Notice first that we can use the method of reflections to solve the direct problem (3) by
reflecting the solution of (1) that we call u0 in this proof, as long as the reflected part of u0 does
not intersect Ω. Indeed, let xω be the image of x reflected about the plane piω. Then u1 defined
as u1(t, x, ω) := u0(t, x) + u0(t, xω) for x · ω < 1 satisfies the Neumann boundary condition on piω
and solves the wave equation if suppx u0(t, xω) does not intersect Ω¯ where c might not be equal to
one. Therefore, under this condition, u1 = u. On the other hand, then Nf(t, ω) = u(t, x, ω)|piω =
2u0(t, x)|piω = 2Mf(t, ω).
The difficulty in using unique continuation is that we need to apply it to ω in an open set but u
depends on ω. For this reason, we will reduce the problem to unique continuation for u0 which is
ω independent.
Fix ω0 ∈ Sn−1. We extend the solutions of the forward problem for t < 0 in an even way as
before. Assume first that Nf(t, ω) = 0 for t ≤ T and ω in some neighborhood of ω0. We will prove
that f = 0 in the domain of influence dist(x, piω0) < T .
There is ρ > 0 so that f(x) = 0 for dist(x, piω0) < ρ. For ω close to ω0, consider u(t, x, ω) for
|t| ∈ [ρ0, ρ0 + δ] with 0 < δ < 1 −max(x · ω; x ∈ ∂Ω) fixed. Then u(t, x, ω) can be obtained from
u0 by a reflection, if ω is close enough to ω0 (depending on δ). Then we get Mf(t, ω) = 0 for such
t and ω as long as |t| < T . Therefore, by Theorem 1, f(x) = 0 for dist(x, piω0) < ρ+ δ if ρ+ δ < T .
Thus the supremum of such ρ must be T . We can vary ω0 over Γ now to conclude the proof. 
4. Stability
In order to have a stable determination, one needs be able to detect all the microlocal singularities
of f . By the propagation of singularity theory, every microlocal singularity (x, ξ) ∈ T ∗Ω\0 of f
splits into two singularities which then travel along the bi-characteristic curves (γx,±ξˆ(t), γ˙x,±ξˆ(t)),
where ξˆ = ξ/(c|ξ|) is the unit covector in the direction of ξ. If we identify vectors and covectors
by the metric c−2dx2, then the bi-characteristic curves are the unit speed geodesics in TΩ issued
form (x, ξˆ). These curves will eventually leave Ω if we assume that c−2dx2 is non-trapping. The
latter means that all geodesics through Ω¯ are of finite length, and we assume it from now on. We
show below that a singularity can be detected if and only if γx,±ξ(t) hits some of the planes piω
perpendicularly. There are exactly two values of t, say t± = t±(x, ξ), such that γx,±ξ(t) hits a
tangent plane of Sn−1 perpendicularly at t = t±. Define
T1 :=
1
2
sup
(x,ξ)∈S∗Ω\0
|t+(x, ξ)− t−(x, ξ)|.
We show below that this is the sharp time for the stability. Notice that the non-trapping assumption
on c is equivalent to T1 <∞.
4.1. Stability analysis for M . We show that M is a Fourier integral operator (FIO) and calculate
its canonical relation. We will present first some heuristic arguments first which can be used as a
basis for an alternative proof but that would require some geometric assumptions which are not
needed for our results below. The singularities of the kernel M(t, ω, y) of M can be described in
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the following way. For y fixed, the solution u(t, x) corresponding to f = δy(x) has singular support
on the geodesic sphere dist(x, y) = t, where dist is the distance in the metric. Those spheres would
be smooth only if (i) y does not have conjugate points. The wave front set would be conormal
to it. Now, integrating over the plane piω for t > 0 fixed would create a singularity only if that
plane is tangent to the geodesic sphere (when the latter is smooth). Therefore, M is singular on
the manifold
Z := {(t, ω, y); dist(x, piω) = t},
when (ii) there is a unique minimizing geodesic realizing that distance. This, in particular implies
that ω is equal to the unit tangent to that geodesic at the intersection point with piω, and that the
geodesic hits piω perpendicularly, see Figure 1. Then M must be an FIO with a Lagrangian N
∗Z.
One can use this to prove the results below under the assumptions (i), (ii) above, and to get the
visibility condition below. This description resembles the double fibration formalism in integral
geometry. In particular, we see (under the assumptions that we remove below) that a singularity
(x, ξ) can only be detected by Mf near some (t, ω) if γx,ξˆ hits the plane piω perpendicularly at time
t or −t. As we see below, (i) and (ii) are not needed, and in general, the Lagrangian associated
with M and M is not of conormal type N∗Z.
Ω
y
ξ
Sn−1
ω+
ω−
x+
x− Ω
Sn−1
ω
piωpiω+
piω−
Figure 1. Left: The canonical relations C± : (y, ξ) → (t±, ω±, ∗, ∗), where the dual
variables are denoted by ∗. The unit speed geodesic through (x, ξ) hits piω± perpendicularly
at x± at time ±t± > 0. Thus the singularity (x, ξ) can be detected by measurements on
piω± at time t = t±. The points x± are determined by the dual variables (∗, ∗). Right:
Singularities visible from a neighborhood of a single piω, T  1.
We begin by constructing a parametrix to the problem (1), see also [13]. Fix x0 ∈ Ω, in a
neighborhood of (t, x) = (0, x0) the solution of (1) is given by
(7) u(t, x) = (2pi)−n
∑
σ=±
∫
eiφσ(t,x,ξ)aσ(t, x, ξ)fˆ(ξ) dξ
modulo smooth terms. Here the phase functions φ± are positively homogeneous of order 1 in ξ and
solve the eikonal equations
±∂tφ± + c(x)|dxφ±| = 0, φ±|t=0 = x · ξ
where |·| is the Euclidean norm. The amplitudes a± are classical of order 0 and solve the correspond-
ing transport equations with initial conditions a±(0, x, ξ) = 12 [19, eqn. VI.1.50]. In particular, in
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the asymptotic expansion a± ∼
∑
j≥0 a
(−j)
± with a
(−j)
± homogeneous in ξ of order −j, the leading
terms a
(0)
± satisfies the following homogeneous transport equation and initial conditions
(8)
(
∂t − c2(x)(∂jφ±)∂j + C±
)
a
(0)
± = 0, a
(0)
± |t=0 =
1
2
,
where C± are smooth multiplication terms.
To obtain an oscillatory integral representation of the operator M , we apply the Radon transform
to (7) at p = 1. We consider only the term with the + sign in (7) and write φ := φ+ and a := a+
for simplicity of notations. The analysis of the “−” term is similar. The construction (7) is valid as
long as the eikonal equation is solvable. This is always true locally. We assume that the solution,
microlocalized for f with WF(f) near some (x0, ξ
0) extends all the way until the geodesics γx0,ξ0
hits a plane piω, and even in some neighborhood of that interval. This condition can easily removed
as in [12]. Then
Mf(t, ω) = (2pi)−n
∫
x·ω=1
∫
eiφ(t,x,ξ)a(t, x, ξ)fˆ(ξ) dξ dS(x)
= (2pi)−n
∫∫
eiφ(t,x,ξ)a(t, x, ξ)fˆ(ξ)δ(1− x · ω) dξ dx
= (2pi)−n−1
∫∫∫
eiφ(t,x,ξ)+iλ(1−x·ω)a(t, x, ξ)fˆ(ξ) dξ dx dλ.(9)
Write fˆ(ξ) =
∫
e−iy·ξf(y)dy. Then the phase function becomes
Φ(t, ω, y;x, λ, ξ) := φ(t, x, ξ) + λ(1− x · ω)− y · ξ.
Here the spatial variables are (t, ω, y) and the fiber variables are θ := (x, λ, ξ). The issue with Φ
is that it is not homogeneous of degree 1 with respect to x. This can be resolved by introducing
x˜ := x|(ξ, λ)| with |(ξ, λ)| := (|ξ|2 + |λ|2) 12 and defining a new phase function (see [7, Proposition
21.2.19])
Φ˜(t, ω, y; x˜, λ, ξ) := Φ
(
t, ω, y;
x˜
|(ξ, λ)| , λ, ξ
)
.
It is easy to see that when (x, λ, ξ) 6= 0, Φ˜ is smooth, homogeneous of degree 1 in the fiber variables,
and Φ˜(t,ω,x,λ,ξ) and Φ˜(y,x,λ,ξ) are non-vanishing, thus Φ˜ is a phase function in the sense of [19, VI.2].
Making a change of variable x 7→ x˜ in (9) one obtains
Mf(t, ω) = (2pi)−n−1
∫∫∫
eiΦ˜(t,ω,y;x˜,λ,ξ)a˜(t, x˜, λ, ξ)fˆ(ξ) dξdx˜dλ
where a˜(t, x˜, λ, ξ) := a(t, x˜|(ξ,λ)| , ξ)|(ξ, λ)|−n is the new amplitude. This indicates that M is an
elliptic FIO of order 1−n2 [6, Definition 3.2.2].
Next we compute the canonical relation of M and show that it is a local graph. Since by the
chain rule
Φ˜ξ = Φξ + Φx
(
x˜
|(ξ, λ)|
)
ξ
, Φ˜x˜ = Φx
1
|(ξ, λ)| , Φ˜λ = Φλ + Φx
(
x˜
|(ξ, λ)|
)
λ
,
the replacement of Φ by Φ˜ does not affect the characteristic manifold Σ := {Φθ = 0}:
Σ = {(t, ω, y;x, λ, ξ) : Φξ = 0,Φx = 0,Φλ = 0}
= {(t, ω, y;x, λ, ξ) : y = φξ, φx = λω, x · ω = 1}.
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By the geometric optics construction, see, e.g., [19, VI.2 Example 2.1], one sees that y = φξ implies
that x is on the geodesic γy,ξˆ issued from (y, ξˆ), where ξˆ = ξ/(c|ξ|) is the unit covector in the metric
identified with a unit vector, and (γy,ξˆ(t), c|ξ|γ˙y,ξˆ(t)) = (x, φx). The condition x · ω = 1 means x is
the intersection of the geodesic γy,ξ and the plane x · ω = 1, as a result t = t+(y, ξ) is the time of
the intersection. The condition φx = λω says the tangent vector γ˙y,ξ(t) is in the direction of ω, i.e.,
the geodesic γy,ξ hits the plane x · ω = 1 perpendicularly, see Figure 1. As the intersection occurs
outside of B(0, 1) and c = 1 there, one sees that λ = c(y)|ξ||γ˙y,ξˆ(t)| = c(y)|ξ| and ω = ̂˙γy,ξˆ(t) where
| · | is the Euclidean norm. If we denote the time that γy,ξˆ hits ∂B(0, 1) by t0 = t0(y, ξ), then we
also have ω = ̂˙γy,ξˆ(t0) since γy,ξˆ is a straight line outside of B(0, 1). This argument shows that Σ
is a smooth manifold parameterized by (y, ξ) and hence of dimension 2n.
We include the phase function φ− now, as well, and call the corresponding characteristic variety
Σ−. Then the corresponding time of intersection with the plane piω is t = t−(x, ξ) < 0. Also, γ˙ at
this time points in the opposite direction of ω, therefore, λ changes sign. Therefore, each of the
maps (for Φ associated with φ±)
Σ± 3 (t, ω, y;x, λ, ξ) 7−→ (t, ω, y; Φt,Φω,Φy) = (t, ω, y;∓c(y)|ξ|,∓c(y)|ξ|(x− ω),−ξ)
is smooth of rank 2n at any point, thus Φ is a non-degenerate phase [19, VIII.1] and the canonical
relation is a local graph given by
C :={(t, ω,∓c(y)|ξ|,∓c(y)|ξ|(x− ω); y, ξ), (t, ω, y;x, λ, ξ) ∈ Σ}
=
{
(t±(y, ξ),±̂˙γy,ξ(t(y, ξ)),∓c(y)|ξ|,∓c(y)|ξ|(γy,ξ(t(y, ξ))− ̂˙γy,ξ(t(y, ξ))); y, ξ),
(y, ξ) ∈ T ∗Ω\0}
Note that x−ω is the projection of x ∈ piω on the tangent space TωSn−1, which is also the derivative
of x · ω with respect to ω ∈ Sn−1.
Putting the above analysis together, we showed
Theorem 3. The operator M = M+ + M−, where M± are elliptic Fourier integral operators of
order 1−n2 with canonical relations given by the graphs of the maps
C± : (y, ξ) 7−→
(
t,±̂˙γy,ξ(t),∓c(y)|ξ|,−c(y)|ξ|(γy,ξ(t)− ̂˙γy,ξ(t))) , t = t±(y, ξ).
The canonical relations above are of the form (y, ξ) 7→ (t, ω, τ, ω]), where (τ, ω]) are duals to
(t, ω).
Remark: Another way to see that M is a Fourier integral operator is to regard it as the
composition of the solution operator of the wave equation and the Radon transform w.r.t. x at
p = 1.
The stability of the determination follows from the above theorem. We introduce a cut-off
function χ ∈ C∞0 (0, T ) so that χ > 0 on [0, T1] and model the finite time measurement with χMf .
This way, we can simply define the fractional Sobolev norm of Mf below by extending Mf as zero
for all t.
Theorem 4. Suppose supp f ⊂ Ω¯ ⊂ B(0, 1) and T > T1. Then we have the stability estimate
‖f‖H1(Ω) ≤ C‖χMf‖
H
1+n
2 ((0,T )×Sn−1)
for some constant C > 0 independent of f .
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Proof. Since M is an elliptic FIO of order 1−n2 associated to the canonical graphs C±, its adjoint
M∗ is also an elliptic FIO of the same order associated to the canonical graphs C−1± . Thus M∗χM
is an elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order 1 − n in a neighborhood of Ω with a positive
homogeneous principal symbol on the unit cotangent bundle. It follows from the elliptic regularity
estimate and the mapping property of M∗ that
‖f‖H1(Ω) ≤ C( ‖χMf‖
H
1+n
2 ((0,T )×Sn−1) + ‖f‖L2(Ω) ).
Since Theorem 1 implies that χM is injective on HD(Ω), by [20, Proposition V.3.1] we can get rid
of the last term on the right and obtain the desired estimate, with possibly a different constant
C > 0. 
In the same way, one can prove an L2 → H(n−1)/2 estimate as well here; and also in the theorem
below. Note that those estimates are in sharp norms, since M is an FIO of order (1−n)/2 associated
with a local canonical diffeomorphism.
Next we generalize the above theorem to the partial data case. Suppose Γ ⊂ Sn−1 is as in
Theorem 1, and suppose the function f is always supported in some fixed compact set K ⊂ Ω. In
order to ensure the detection of all the singularities by the planes in Γ we require
(10) ∀(y, ξ) ∈ S∗K, (tσ(y, ξ), γ˙y,ξ(tσ(y, ξ))) ∈ (0, T )× Γ for at least one of σ = + or σ = −.
Let T1(Γ,K) be the infimum of T for which (10) holds, and fix T > T1. By compactness argument,
(10) remains true if we replace Γ with a compact subset ΓK . Choose χ ∈ C∞0 ((0, T ) × Γ) so that
χ > 0 on [0, T1] × ΓK . We model the partial measurement by χMf . Similar reasoning as above
yields the following partial data stability result.
Theorem 5. Suppose K ⊂ Ω is a fixed compact set and T > T1(Γ,K). Then we have the stability
estimate for f with supp f ⊂ K:
‖f‖HD(K) ≤ C‖χMf‖H 1+n2 ((0,T )×Γ)
for some constant C > 0 independent of f .
Example 6. An example of stable set Γ is the following. Let c = 1 and let Γ be any open set on
Sn−1 so that Γ ∪ (−Γ) = Sn−1. One choice is some neighborhood of a closed hemisphere. Then
every lone through the unit ball intersects Γ, and T > 2 with that Γ implies stability. In this case
(c = 1) Mf relates directly to the Radon transform, see the proof of Theorem 1, therefore the
stability condition reduces to well known properties of the Radon transform for c constant.
4.2. Stability analysis for the reflectors model. We analyze here the stability of recovery f
given Nf . We show that we can reduce the analysis to the one above.
The method of reflections we used to prove uniqueness does not work anymore when the reflected
wave intersects the region where c is variable. Microlocally however, reflections work in the following
sense. Singularity hitting piω is never tangent to it and it would reflect from it according to the laws
of geometric optics. The leading amplitude in (7) will preserve its value and sign on the plane (and
would alter the sign if we had Dirichlet boundary conditions). It may hit the same plane again at
a later time. If it does not, the contribution of that reflected way to Nf is a smoothing operator.
On the other hand, then Nf equals 2Mf up to a smoothing term, so we have essentially the same
microlocal information as above. We make this more precise below.
As we mentioned above, it is convenient to make the following assumption:
(H) There is no geodesic in the metric c−2dx2 of length T with endpoints on some of the planes
piω, normal at it at both endpoints.
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This condition holds when c is close enough to a constant, for example. It is not really necessary
for the analysis since we can use the methods in [15] then. It makes the exposition simpler however.
In this case, the geometric optics construction is well known. We start with (7), and extend it
microlocally until the singularities hit piω, and go a bit beyond it. Call this solution u0. Then we
find the boundary trace of u0 on piω and construct a parametrix uR with that trace propagating
into the future. We refer to [15], for example, for more details. Then u = u0 + uR is the desired
parametrix. Its singularities issued at normal directions never come back at normal directions
again, by (H). For its boundary values, we have u|piω = 2u0|piω and this is true for all t by (H). This
yields the following.
Theorem 7. 2M −N is a smoothing operator.
The analysis above therefore yields the following.
Theorem 8. Under assumption (H), Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 remain true for the operator N ,
as well.
4.3. Visible Singularities. In this section we study which singularities, i.e., elements of the wave
front set of WF(f) of f can be recovered in stable way from Mf or Nf . By that, we mean that
they create singularities of Mf or Nf , which in turn implies stability estimates in Sobolev spaces.
We consider the functions f supported in Ω¯, as before. Since M is an elliptic FIO associated with
a local canonical diffeomorphism, we obtain, see [8],
WF (Mf) = C ◦WF (f),
where C = C+ ∩ C−, see Theorem 3.
Let U be a neighborhood of a fixed point (t0, ω0) in R × Sn−1. A singularity (y, ξ) ∈ WF (f)
is called visible from U if it creates a singularity in the limited data Mf |U . Next we characterize
all the singularities which are visible from U . Propagation of singularity theory shows that any
(y, ξ) ∈ WF (f) splits into two singularities and they propagate along the bicharacteristic curves
(γy,ξˆ(t), c|ξ|γ˙y,ξˆ(t)). Each singularity is later detected by a plane {x · ω = 1} which it hits per-
pendicularly at time t. Thus to trace back to the visible singularities in from a neighborhood of
some (t, ω) ∈ U , we can take all the geodesics issued from the plane piω in the direction −ω and
extend them to time t, see also Figure 1. Since 2M and N are microlocally equivalent, we get the
following.
Corollary 9. The singularities of f which are visible from U for the measurements operators M
or N are characterized by
WF (f) ∩ {(γx,−ω(t), λγ˙x,−ω(t)) : x · ω = 1, λ ∈ R\{0}, (t, ω) ∈ U}.
This corollary can be microlocalized: we can describe the singularities visible from an open conic
subset of T ∗(R× Sn−1). The corollary can also be derived from Theorem 11 below.
5. Time Reversal
In this section, we propose time reversal algorithms which can be implemented numerically in
an easy way and recover the visible singularities of f .
By the proof of Theorem 1, for every fixed T > 0, we can recover the Radon transform
[Ru(T, ·)](p, ω) of u(T, ·) for p > 1 in an explicit way by [Ru(T, ·)](p, ω) = Mf(T + 1 − p, ω),
where Mf(t, ω) is extended as 0 for t < 0. We can differentiate this w.r.t. p, and then we see that
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we can recover the translation representation [Ru(T )](p, ω) for p > 1. Recall that the Lax-Phillips
translation representation [10] of f = (f1, f2) is given by
Rf(p, ω) = cn
(
−∂(n+1)/2p Rf1 + ∂(n−1)/2p Rf2
)
, cn :=
1
2
(2pi)(1−n)/2
for n ≥ 3 odd, which we assume from now on. It is known that R : H0 → L2(R× Sn−1) is unitary.
The inverse is given by
(11) R−1k(x) = 2c−n
∫
Sn−1
(
−∂(n−3)/2s k(x · ω, ω), ∂(n−1)/2s k(x · ω, ω)
)
dω, c−n :=
1
2
(−2pi)(1−n)/2.
Then, for p > 1,
[Ru(T )](p, ω) =
= cn
(
−∂(n+1)/2p Mf(T + 1− p, ω) + ∂(n−1)/2p ∂tMf(T + 1− p, ω)
)
= cn
(
−[(−∂t)(n+1)/2Mf ](T + 1− p, ω) + [(−∂t)(n−1)/2∂tMf ](T + 1− p, ω)
)
= 2c−n [∂
(n+1)/2
t Mf ](T + 1− p, ω).
If we knew Ru(T )](p, ω) for all p (and ω), we could invert R, get u(T ) = (u, ut)|t=T , and solve the
wave equation with speed c from t = T to t = 0. One naive attempt to do time reversal in our case
would be to extend Ru(T ) as zero for 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 and then apply R−1. That would create Delta
type of functions in the inversion however.
If T > 2T1, then u has no singularities in B(0, 1). Then u(T ) has no singularities conormal to
piω for every unit ω because this is true in piω ∩ B(0, 1), but also true outside it by the fact that
all singularities of u(T ) must be along geodesics issued from Ω¯; and outside it, c = 1. Therefore,
the missing part of Ru(T )(p, ω) for p > 1 and ω corresponding to planes intersecting B(0, 1) is a
smoothing operator applied to f . We would get a smoothing error if we cut it smoothly to zero for
those planes.
Set
(12) k(p, ω) := 2c−n [∂
(n+1)/2
t Mf ](T + 1− p, ω)
Based on those arguments, choose χ ∈ C∞(R) so that χ(p) = 0 for p < 1 + ε and χ(p) = 1 for
p > 1 + 2ε. If 0 < ε < (T − 2T1)/4, then χk differs from Ru(T )(p, ω) by a smoothing term.
Therefore, R−1χk is a parametrix for u(T ). If we use the measurements N , then χk is defined with
M = N/2 there, by Theorem 7.
Next theorem gives a time reversal construction that recovers f up to a smoothing term with
full data, when T > T1, i.e., when we have stability (all singularities are visible).
Theorem 10. Let n ≥ 3 be odd, T > T1 and let χ be as above. Let v be the solution of the acoustic
wave equation in (0, T )× Rn with Cauchy data u(T ) = R−1χk. Then
f = v|t=0 +Rf,
with R a smoothing operator.
Since supp u(T ) ⊂ B(0, 1 + T ), we can solve the wave equation for v in the cylinder (0, T ) ×
B(0, 1 + T + ε) for some fixed ε with Dirichlet, Neumann or some kind of absorbing boundary
conditions because no singularities of v leave the smaller cylinder corresponding to ε = 0.
We have a refined result for partial data when some singularities might not be invisible.
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Theorem 11. Let n ≥ 3 be odd. Let χ ∈ C∞0 (R+× ∂Ω) and let k be as in (12). Let T > 0 be such
that suppχ ⊂ [0, T )× ∂Ω. Let v be the solution of the acoustic wave equation in (0, T )× Rn with
Cauchy data u(T ) = R−1χk. Then
v|t=0 = Pf,
where P is a ΨDO of order zero with a principal symbol
p(x, ξ) =
1
2
χ
(
t+(x, ξˆ), γ˙x,ξˆ(t+(x, ξˆ))
)
+
1
2
χ
(
t−(x, ξˆ),−γ˙x,ξˆ(t−(x, ξˆ))
)
.
Proof. Consider the mappings
C∞0 (Ω1) 3 f M−→ Mf K−→ k ∈ C∞0 ((1, 1 + T )× Sn−1),
where Kh is as in (12) with h = Mf there, and Ω1 is a domain such that Ω b Ω1 b B(0, 1). The
operator K is a composition of a differential operator and a linear transformation of the variables
and as such, is a trivial FIO associated with a diffeomorphic canonical relation. Choose χ0 as χ in
(12) but related to Ω1 now. Define F as the operator mapping the Cauchy data R−1χ0k at t = T
to the solution of the acoustic equation at t = 0. Then F is a microlocal left parametrix of KM
restricted to some conic neighborhood of the singularities visible from suppχ, i.e., FKM = Id up
to a smoothing operator on that conic neighborhood. As we proved above, M = M+ +M−, where
M± are associated with canonical diffeomorphisms. We will show below that FKM± = 12 Id modulo
a smoothing operator. On intuitive level, this is clear from the second equation in (8): when each
of the singularities of f splits into two, the principal parts of the amplitudes in the geometric optics
expansion (7) of each part at T = 0 are equal and equal to 1/2. We compare FKM± (which
equals 12 Id modulo a ΨDO of order −1) with FKχM±. Since χ0χ = χ, by the Egorov’s theorem
([8, Theorem 25.3.5]), FKχM± are ΨDOs with principal symbol given by χ pulled back by the
canonical relation of M±, which proves the theorem.
It remains to prove the claim we used in the previous paragraph. It can be easily seen (see [13]),
that the σ = ± terms in (7) that we call u±, are parametrices for the wave equation with Cauchy
data 12(f,±i
√−c2∆f) at t = 0. The operators M± are obtained from them as in (2). By Theorem 3,
M± have separated ranges (by the sign of τ) and we can use a pseudo-differential partition of unity
A+ +A− w.r.t. t to separate them, i.e., A±M = M±. Then FKM±f = FKA±Mf . The operator
F is just a time reversal of R−1χ0k from t = T to t = 0, therefore, FKM+f is the first component
of (u+, ∂tu+) at t = 0, which equals f/2 modulo a smoothing operator applied to f . The same
statement follows for FKM+f . 
The theorem allows to construct a parametrix recovering any fixed in advance compact subset
of the visible singularities from (0, T )× Γ by choosing χ equal to one on the image of that subset
under C+ ∪ C−, and zero near the boundary of (0, T ) × Γ. Note that χ could also be a ΨDO of
order zero with obvious modifications of the theorem.
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